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1 Overview

This document describes how to call the APIs of Bare Metal Server (BMS) to use the
functions of the service. This chapter describes the concepts related to BMS to help you
quickly understand the service.

BMS

A BMS is a physical server dedicated for individual tenants. It provides remarkable
computing performance and stability for running key applications. The BMS service can be
used in conjunction with other cloud services, such as Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), so that
you can enjoy consistent and stable performance of server hosting as well as the high
scalability of cloud resources.

Basic Concepts
l Availability Zone

An availability zone (AZ) is a physical location where resources use independent power
supply and networks within a region. An AZ is insulated from failures in other AZs and
provides inexpensive, low-latency network connectivity to other AZs in the same
region.s A region can have more than one AZ. AZs are physically isolated but
interconnected through an internal network.

l Project
Projects are used to group and isolate OpenStack resources (computing resources,
storage resources, and network resources). A project can be a department or a project
team.
Multiple projects can be created for one account.

l Elastic Volume Service (EVS)
The EVS service offers scalable block storage for BMSs. With high reliability, high
performance, and rich specifications, EVS disks can be used for distributed file systems,
development and test environments, data warehouse applications, and high-performance
computing (HPC) scenarios to meet diverse service requirements.

l Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)
A VPC provides you with a logically isolated network environment for BMSs. You can
create virtual networks in a VPC. You can also create security groups and VPNs,
configure IP address segments, and specify bandwidth sizes in your VPC. With a VPC,
you can manage and configure internal networks and change network configurations,
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simplifying network management. You can also customize access rules to control BMS
access within a security group and across different security groups to enhance BMS
security.

l User-defined VLAN
You can use the Ethernet NICs (10GE defined in BMS specifications) not used by the
system to configure a user-defined VLAN. The QinQ technology is used to isolate
networks and provide additional physical planes and bandwidths. You can allocate
VLAN subnets to isolate traffic in various scenarios including Oracle RAC, SAP HANA,
and VMware. User-defined VLAN NICs are in pairs. You can configure NIC bonding to
achieve high availability.

l IB network
The IB network features low latency and high bandwidth and is used in a number of
High Performance Computing (HPC) projects. It uses the 100 Gbit/s Mellanox IB NIC,
dedicated IB switch, and controller software UFM to enable network communication and
management, and uses the Partition Key to isolate IB networks of different tenants
(similar to the VLAN in the Ethernet).

l Image
An image must contain an OS and can also contain application software (such as
database software) and software configuration. An image is a BMS template.
Images can be public or private. Public images are provided by the system by default,
and private images are manually created by users. You can apply for a BMS using a
public or private image. You can also create a private image using an existing BMS or
external image. This provides you with a simple way to create BMSs that comply with
your service requirements.
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2 Using APIs

2.1 Service Usage
Public cloud services provide RESTful APIs.

Representational State Transfer (REST) allocates Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) to
dispersed resources so that resources can be located. Applications on clients use Uniform
Resource Locators (URLs) to obtain resources.

The URL is in the following format: https://Endpoint/uri

Table 2-1 describes the parameters in a URL.

Table 2-1 Parameter description

Parameter Description

Endpoint Specifies the URL that is the entry point for a web service. Obtain
the value from Regions and Endpoints.

URI Specifies the API access path for performing a specified operation.
Obtain the value from the URI of the API, for example, v3/auth/
tokens.

 

2.2 Request Methods
The HTTP protocol defines request methods, such as GET, PUT, POST, DELETE, and
PATCH, to indicate the desired action to be performed on the identified resource. The
following table describes the HTTP methods supported by the RESTful APIs.

Table 2-2 HTTPS methods

Method Description

GET The GET method requests a representation of the specified resource.
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Method Description

PUT The PUT method requests that the enclosed entity be stored under the
supplied URI.

POST The POST method requests that the server accept the entity enclosed in the
request as a new subordinate of the web resource identified by the URI.

DELETE The DELETE method deletes the specified resource, for example, an
object.

PATCH The PATCH method applies partial modifications to a resource.
If the resource does not exist, the PATCH method creates a resource.

 

2.3 Request Authentication Methods
You can use either of the following two authentication methods to call APIs:

l Token authentication: Requests are authenticated using Tokens.
l AK/SK authentication: Requests are encrypted using the access key (AK) and secret key

(SK) to provide higher security.

2.4 Token Authentication

Scenarios
If you use a token for authentication, you must obtain the user's token and add X-Auth-Token
to the request message header of the service API when making an API call.

This section describes how to make an API call for token authentication.

Make an API Call
1. Send POST https://Endpoint of IAM/v3/auth/tokens to obtain the endpoint of IAM and

the region name in the message body.
See Regions and Endpoints.
If the service region name is ALL, replace Endpoint of IAM with the endpoint of CN
North-Beijing1.
An example request message is as follows:

NOTE

Replace the items in italic in the following example with actual ones. For details, see the Identity
and Access Management API Reference.

{
  "auth": {
    "identity": {
      "methods": [
        "password"
      ],
      "password": {
        "user": {
          "name": "username",
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          "password": "password",
          "domain": {
            "name": "domainname"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "scope": {
      "project": {
        "id": "0215ef11e49d4743be23dd97a1561e91" //This ID is used as an 
example.       
      }
    }
  }
}

2. Obtain the token. For details, see section "Obtaining the User Token" in the Identity and
Access Management API Reference.

3. Make a call to a service API, add X-Auth-Token to the message header, and set the
value of X-Auth-Token to the token obtained in step 2.

2.5 Obtaining the Project ID or Tenant ID
A project ID is required for some URLs when an API is called. It can be project_id or
tenant_id because project_id has the same meaning as tenant_id in this document. Before
calling an API, you need to obtain a project ID on the console. The steps are as follows:

1. Log in to the management console.
2. Hover the mouse over the username and select Basic Information from the drop-down

list.
3. On the Account Info page, click Manage after Security Credentials.

On the My Credential page, view the project ID in the project list.

Figure 2-1 Viewing the project ID
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3 Creating a BMS

Scenario
Create a BMS with EVS disks.

Restrictions and Limitations
l File injection is not supported.
l This interface can only be used to create a BMS charged in yearly/monthly mode.
l A BMS can have a maximum of two VPCs, in which case the first VPC will be used by

the primary NIC.

Involved APIs
When creating a BMS, you need to perform operations such as querying the flavor, querying
the AZ, and creating EVS disks. The following APIs are required:

l Querying AZs
l Querying BMS flavors
l Querying images
l Creating an EVS disk
l Querying VPCs
l Querying a security group
l Querying subnets
l Creating a BMS

Procedure
1. Query the AZ where the BMS resides.

– API information
URI format: GET /v2/{tenant_id}/os-availability-zone
For details, see section Querying AZs (Native OpenStack API) in the Elastic
Cloud Server API Reference.

– Example request
GET /9c53a566cb3443ab910cf0daebca90c4/{tenant_id}/os-availability-zone
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– Example response
{
    "availabilityZoneInfo": [
        {
            "zoneState": {
                "available": true
                },
            "hosts": null,
            "zoneName":
            "az1.dc1"
        },
        {
            "zoneState": {
                "available": true
                },
            "hosts": null,
            "zoneName":
            "vmware.az1"
        }
    ]
}

2. Query the BMS flavor.
– API information

URI format: GET /v2/{tenant_id}/flavors/detail
For details, see section Querying BMS Flavors (Native OpenStack API) in the
Bare Metal Server API Reference.

NOTE

BMS flavors have prefix physical.

– Example request
GET /v2/384627f84f384e9eb4463492be39a950/flavors/detail

– Example response
{
    "flavors": [
         "name": "physical.83.medium",
            "links": [
                {
                    "href": "https://compute.region.eu-de.otc-tsi.de/v2/
c685484a8cc2416b97260938705deb65/flavors/physical.83.medium",
                    "rel": "self"
                },
                {
                    "href": "https://compute.region.eu-de.otc-tsi.de/
c685484a8cc2416b97260938705deb65/flavors/physical.83.medium",
                    "rel": "bookmark"
                }
            ],
            "ram": 321725,
            "OS-FLV-DISABLED:disabled": false,
            "vcpus": 56,
            "swap": "",
            "os-flavor-access:is_public": true,
            "rxtx_factor": 1,
            "OS-FLV-EXT-DATA:ephemeral": 0,
            "disk": 3725,
            "id": "physical.83.medium"
    ]
}

3. Query images.
– API information

URI format: GET /v2/images
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For details, see section Querying Images (Native OpenStack API) in the Image
Management Service API Reference.

– Example request
GET /v2/images

– Example response
{ 
    "images": [
        {
            "status": "queued", 
            "name": "test", 
            "tags": [
                "test",
                "image"
            ], 
            "container_format": "bare", 
            "created_at": "2014-12-16T01:22:05Z", 
            "disk_format": "qcow2", 
            "updated_at": "2014-12-16T01:22:05Z", 
            "visibility": "private", 
            "self": "/v2/images/4ca46bf1-5c61-48ff-b4f3-0ad4e5e3ba90", 
            "min_disk": 1, 
            "protected": false, 
            "id": "4ca46bf1-5c61-48ff-b4f3-0ad4e5e3ba90", 
            "file": "/v2/images/4ca46bf1-5c61-48ff-b4f3-0ad4e5e3ba90/
file", 
            "owner": "aed2c611711548a4a9c16fb8fe166af4", 
            "min_ram": 1024, 
            "schema": "/v2/schemas/image" 
        }, 
        { 
            "status": "active", 
            "name": "cirros", 
            "tags": [
                "new"
            ], 
            "container_format": "bare", 
            "created_at": "2014-12-11T03:53:43Z", 
            "size": 13147648, 
            "disk_format": "qcow2", 
            "updated_at": "2014-12-15T20:02:12Z", 
            "visibility": "private", 
            "self": "/v2/images/5155a22a-834e-4ffe-a95d-ed9665a8ed76", 
            "min_disk": 0, 
            "protected": false, 
            "id": "5155a22a-834e-4ffe-a95d-ed9665a8ed76", 
            "file": "/v2/images/5155a22a-834e-4ffe-a95d-ed9665a8ed76/
file", 
            "checksum": "d972013792949d0d3ba628fbe8685bce", 
            "owner": "aed2c611711548a4a9c16fb8fe166af4", 
            "min_ram": 0, 
            "schema": "/v2/schemas/image" 
        } 
    ], 
    "schema": "/v2/schemas/images", 
    "first": "/v2/images" 
}

4. Create an EVS disk.
– API information

URI format: POST /v2/{project_id}/volumes
For details, see section Creating an EVS Disk (Native OpenStack API v2) in the
Elastic Volume Service API Reference.

– Example request
POST /v2/9c53a566cb3443ab910cf0daebca90c4/volumes
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{
    "volume": {
        "name": "openapi_vol01", 
        "imageRef": "027cf713-45a6-45f0-ac1b-0ccc57ac12e2", 
        "availability_zone": "xxx", 
        "description": "create for api test", 
        "volume_type": "SATA", 
        "metadata": {
            "volume_owner": "openapi"
        }, 
        "consistencygroup_id": null, 
        "OS-SCH-HNT:scheduler_hints": {
            "dedicated_storage_id": "eddc1a3e-4145-45be-98d7-
bf6f65af9767"
        }, 
        "source_volid": null, 
        "snapshot_id": null, 
        "shareable": "false", 
        "multiattach": false, 
        "source_replica": null, 
        "size": 40
    }
}

– Example response
{
    "volume": {
        "attachments": [ ], 
        "availability_zone": "xxx", 
        "bootable": "false", 
        "consistencygroup_id": null, 
        "created_at": "2016-05-25T02:38:40.392463", 
        "description": "create for api test", 
        "encrypted": false, 
        "id": "8dd7c486-8e9f-49fe-bceb-26aa7e312b66", 
        "links": [
            {
                "href": "https://volume.localdomain.com:8776/
v2/5dd0b0056f3d47b6ab4121667d35621a/volumes/8dd7c486-8e9f-49fe-
bceb-26aa7e312b66",
                "rel": "self"
            }, 
            {
                "href": "https://volume.localdomain.com:
8776/5dd0b0056f3d47b6ab4121667d35621a/volumes/8dd7c486-8e9f-49fe-
bceb-26aa7e312b66",
                "rel": "bookmark"
            }
        ], 
        "metadata": {
            "volume_owner": "openapi"
        }, 
        "name": "openapi_vol01",
        "replication_status": "disabled", 
        "shareable": false, 
        "multiattach": false, 
        "size": 40, 
        "snapshot_id": null, 
        "source_volid": null, 
        "status": "creating", 
        "updated_at": null, 
        "user_id": "39f6696ae23740708d0f358a253c2637", 
        "volume_type": "SATA"
    }
}

or
{
    "error": {
        "message": "XXXX", 
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        "code": "XXX"
    }
}
In the preceding example, error indicates a general error, for example, badRequest
or itemNotFound. An example is provided as follows:
{
    "badRequest": {
        "message": "XXXX", 
        "code": "XXX"
    }
}

5. Query VPCs.
– API information

URI format: GET /v1/{ tenant_id }/vpcs
For details, see section Querying VPCs in the Virtual Private Cloud API
Reference.

– Example request
GET /v1/000efdc5f9064584b718b181df137bd7/vpcs

– Example response
{    
    "vpcs": [
        {
            "id": "13551d6b-755d-4757-b956-536f674975c0",
            "name": "default",
            "cidr": "172.16.0.0/16",
            "status": "OK",
            "routes": null
        },
        {
            "id": "3ec3b33f-ac1c-4630-ad1c-7dba1ed79d85",
            "name": "222",
            "cidr": "192.168.0.0/16",
            "status": "OK",
            "routes": null
        },
        {
            "id": "99d9d709-8478-4b46-9f3f-2206b1023fd3",
            "name": "vpc",
            "cidr": "192.168.0.0/16",
            "status": "OK",
            "routes": null
        }
    ]
}

6. Query a security group.
– API information

URI format: GET /v2.0/security-groups? name={ name }&description
={ description }&tenant_id ={tenant_id}
For details, see section Querying a Security Group in the Virtual Private Cloud
API Reference.

– Example request
GET /v2.0/security-groups

– Example response
{
    "security_groups": [
        {
            "tenant_id": "84b25ac10ed642cca484aa55c098e3aa", 
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            "name": "default", 
            "description": "Default security group", 
            "security_group_rules": [
                {
                    "remote_group_id": "1d8b19c7-7c56-48f7-
a99b-4b40eb390967", 
                    "direction": "ingress", 
                    "remote_ip_prefix": null, 
                    "protocol": null, 
                    "ethertype": "IPv6", 
                    "tenant_id": "84b25ac10ed642cca484aa55c098e3aa", 
                    "port_range_max": null, 
                    "port_range_min": null, 
                    "id": "07adc044-3f21-4eeb-bd57-5e5eb6024b7f", 
                    "description": null, 
                    "security_group_id": "1d8b19c7-7c56-48f7-
a99b-4b40eb390967"
                }, 
                {
                    "remote_group_id": null, 
                    "direction": "egress", 
                    "remote_ip_prefix": null, 
                    "protocol": null, 
                    "ethertype": "IPv6", 
                    "tenant_id": "84b25ac10ed642cca484aa55c098e3aa", 
                    "port_range_max": null, 
                    "port_range_min": null, 
                    "id": "47e05c14-1aa2-4355-aaf8-b57e18f98c9a", 
                    "description": null, 
                    "security_group_id": "1d8b19c7-7c56-48f7-
a99b-4b40eb390967"
                }, 
                {
                    "remote_group_id": null, 
                    "direction": "egress", 
                    "remote_ip_prefix": null, 
                    "protocol": null, 
                    "ethertype": "IPv4", 
                    "tenant_id": "84b25ac10ed642cca484aa55c098e3aa", 
                    "port_range_max": null, 
                    "port_range_min": null, 
                    "id": "8a8a238b-fdb1-4321-b667-26205c7f37d1", 
                    "description": null, 
                    "security_group_id": "1d8b19c7-7c56-48f7-
a99b-4b40eb390967"
                }, 
                {
                    "remote_group_id": "1d8b19c7-7c56-48f7-
a99b-4b40eb390967", 
                    "direction": "ingress", 
                    "remote_ip_prefix": null, 
                    "protocol": null, 
                    "ethertype": "IPv4", 
                    "tenant_id": "84b25ac10ed642cca484aa55c098e3aa", 
                    "port_range_max": null, 
                    "port_range_min": null, 
                    "id": "b5874440-84a0-4382-8e37-3f012b90b71e", 
                    "description": null, 
                    "security_group_id": "1d8b19c7-7c56-48f7-
a99b-4b40eb390967"
                }
            ], 
            "id": "1d8b19c7-7c56-48f7-a99b-4b40eb390967"
        }
    ]
}

7. Query subnets.
– API information
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URI format: GET /v1/{ tenant_id }/subnets
For details, see section Querying Subnets in the Virtual Private Cloud API
Reference.

– Example request
GET /v1/000efdc5f9064584b718b181df137bd7/subnets

– Example response
{
    "subnets": [
        {
            "id": "4779ab1c-7c1a-44b1-a02e-93dfc361b32d",
            "name": "subnet",
            "cidr": "192.168.20.0/24",
            "dnsList": [
                "114.114.114.114",
                "114.114.115.115"
            ],
            "status": "ACTIVE",
            "vpc_id": "3ec3b33f-ac1c-4630-ad1c-7dba1ed79d85",
            "gateway_ip": "192.168.20.1",
            "dhcp_enable": true,
            "primary_dns": "114.114.114.114",
            "secondary_dns": "114.114.115.115",
            "availability_zone": "aa-bb-cc"//AZ aa-bb-cc is used as an 
example.
            "neutron_network_id": "4779ab1c-7c1a-44b1-a02e-93dfc361b32d",
            "neutron_subnet_id": "213cb9d-3122-2ac1-1a29-91ffc1231a12"
        },
        {
            "id": "531dec0f-3116-411b-a21b-e612e42349fd",
            "name": "Subnet1",
            "cidr": "192.168.1.0/24",
            "dnsList": [
                "114.114.114.114",
                "114.114.115.115"
            ],
            "status": "ACTIVE",
            "vpc_id": "3ec3b33f-ac1c-4630-ad1c-7dba1ed79d85",
            "gateway_ip": "192.168.1.1",
            "dhcp_enable": true,
            "primary_dns": "114.114.114.114",
            "secondary_dns": "114.114.115.115",
            "availability_zone": "aa-bb-cc"//AZ aa-bb-cc is used as an 
example.
            "neutron_network_id": "531dec0f-3116-411b-a21b-e612e42349fd",
            "neutron_subnet_id": "1aac193-a2ad-f153-d122-12d64c2c1d78"
        }
    ]
}

8. Create a BMS.
– Prerequisites

Mandatory parameters: name, imageRef, flavorRef, networks, and
availability_zone
Optional parameters: root_volume, data_volumes, and security_groups

– API information
URI format: POST /v1/{tenant_id}/baremetalservers
For details, see section Creating a BMS in the Bare Metal Server API Reference.

– Example request
POST /v1/000efdc5f9064584b718b181df137bd7/baremetalservers
{
    "server": {
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        "imageRef": "1a6635d8-afea-4f2b-abb6-27a202bad319",
        "flavorRef": "physical.83.medium",
        "data_volumes": [
            {
                "volumetype": "SATA",
                "size": 40,
                "shareable": false,
                "extendparam": {
                   "resourceSpecCode": "",
                   "resourceType": ""
                }
            }
        ],
        "name": "bms_name01",
        "availability_zone": "az01",
        "networks": [
            {
                "uuid": "8470310b-bfa2-4edf-8f64-d15196b2b2c9"
            }
        ]
    }
}

– Example response
{
    "server": {
        "security_groups": [
            {
                "name": "default"
            }
        ],
        "OS-DCF:diskConfig": "MANUAL",
        "os-extended-volumes:volumes_attached": [
            {
                "id": "dc5b02ea-bece-4ec8-b194-f39db96406c8",
                "delete_on_termination": false
            }
        ],
        "links": [
            {
                "rel": "self",
                "href": "https://ecs-api.eu-de.otc-tsi.de/v2/
c685484a8cc2416b97260938705deb65/servers/
9ab74d89-61e7-4259-8546-465fdebe4944"
            },
            {
                "rel": "bookmark",
                "href": "https://ecs-api.eu-de.otc-tsi.de/
c685484a8cc2416b97260938705deb65/servers/
9ab74d89-61e7-4259-8546-465fdebe4944"
            }
        ],
        "id": "9ab74d89-61e7-4259-8546-465fdebe4944",
        "adminPass": "RjdD3h8U2DBe"
    }
}
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4 Attaching an EVS Disk to a BMS

Scenario

If the existing disks of a BMS fail to meet service requirements, for example, due to
insufficient disk space or poor disk performance, you can attach more available disks to the
BMS, or call the EVS disk creation API to create disks and attach them to the BMS. To attach
an EVS disk to a BMS, you need to call the required API.

Restrictions and Limitations
l A bootable disk cannot be attached to a BMS.
l A disk cannot be attached to a BMS when the BMS is in the SUSPENDED or PAUSED

state, which is specified using the OS-EXT-STS:vm_state parameter.
l Only a shared disk or a disk in the available state can be attached to a BMS.
l Only EVS disks whose device type is SCSI can be attached to a BMS.

Involved APIs

The following APIs are required:

l Querying EVS disks
l Attaching an EVS disk

Procedure
1. Query EVS disks.

– API information
URI format: GET /v2/{project_id}/volumes
For details, see section Querying EVS Disks (Native OpenStack API v2) in the
Elastic Volume Service API Reference.

– Example request
GET /v2/000efdc5f9064584b718b181df137bd7/volumes

– Example response
{
    "volumes": [
        {
            "id": "6b604cef-9bd8-4f5a-ae56-45839e6e1f0a", 
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            "links": [
                {
                    "href": "https://volume.localdomain.com:8776/v2/
dd14c6ac581f40059e27f5320b60bf2f/volumes/6b604cef-9bd8-4f5a-
ae56-45839e6e1f0a",
                    "rel": "self"
                }, 
                {
                    "href": "https://volume.localdomain.com:8776/
dd14c6ac581f40059e27f5320b60bf2f/volumes/6b604cef-9bd8-4f5a-
ae56-45839e6e1f0a",
                    "rel": "bookmark"
                }
            ], 
            "name": "zjb_u25_test"
        }, 
        {
            "id": "2bce4552-9a7d-48fa-8484-abbbf64b206e",
            "links": [
                {
                    "href": "https://volume.localdomain.com:8776/v2/
dd14c6ac581f40059e27f5320b60bf2f/volumes/2bce4552-9a7d-48fa-8484-
abbbf64b206e",
                    "rel": "self"
                }, 
                {
                    "href": "https://volume.localdomain.com:8776/
dd14c6ac581f40059e27f5320b60bf2f/volumes/2bce4552-9a7d-48fa-8484-
abbbf64b206e",
                    "rel": "bookmark"
                }
            ], 
            "name": "zjb_u25_test"
        }, 
        {
            "id": "3f1b98ec-a8b5-4e92-a727-88def62d5ad3", 
            "links": [
                {
                    "href": "https://volume.localdomain.com:8776/v2/
dd14c6ac581f40059e27f5320b60bf2f/volumes/3f1b98ec-a8b5-4e92-
a727-88def62d5ad3",
                    "rel": "self"
                }, 
                {
                    "href": "https://volume.localdomain.com:8776/
dd14c6ac581f40059e27f5320b60bf2f/volumes/3f1b98ec-a8b5-4e92-
a727-88def62d5ad3",
                    "rel": "bookmark"
                }
            ], 
            "name": "zjb_u25_test"
        }
    ], 
    "volumes_links": [
        {

            "rel": "next"
        }
    ]
}
or
{
    "error": {
        "message": "XXXX", 
        "code": "XXX"
    }
}
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In the preceding example, error indicates a general error, for example, badRequest
or itemNotFound. An example is provided as follows:
{ 
    "badRequest": { 
        "message": "XXXX", 
        "code": "XXX" 
    } 
}

2. Attach an EVS disk to a BMS.
– API information

URI format: POST /v1/{tenant_id}/baremetalservers/{server_id}/attachvolume
For details, see section Attaching an EVS Disk to a BMS in the Bare Metal Server
API Reference.

– Example request
POST /v1/000efdc5f9064584b718b181df137bd7/baremetalservers/
9ab74d89-61e7-4259-8546-465fdebe4944/attachvolume
{
    "volumeAttachment": {
        "volumeId": "b53f23bd-ee8f-49ec-9420-d1acfeaf91d6",
        "device": "/dev/sdb"
    }
}

– Example response
{
    "volumeAttachment": {
        "id": "b53f23bd-ee8f-49ec-9420-d1acfeaf91d6",
        "volumeId": "b53f23bd-ee8f-49ec-9420-d1acfeaf91d6",
        "serverId": "820abbd0-2d8e-4bc5-ae46-69cacfd4fbaa",
        "device": "/dev/vdb"
    }
}
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5 Detaching an EVS Disk from a BMS

Scenario

A disk attached to a BMS can be detached.

l Disks mounted to /dev/sda function as system disks. You can only detach system disks
offline. Before detaching a system disk from a BMS, you must stop the BMS.

l The disk attached at non-/dev/sda functions as a data disk, which can be detached both
offline and online. Specifically, you can detach a data disk from a running BMS.

Restrictions and Limitations

If a BMS is stopped, disks can be detached from it without any limitation on the OS. If a
BMS is in running state, the constraints are as follows:

l Before detaching an EVS disk from a Linux BMS, log in to the BMS, run the unmount
command to disassociate the disk to be detached from the file system, and ensure that no
program is reading data from or writing data to the disk. Otherwise, the disk will fail to
be detached.

l Before detaching an EVS disk from a running Windows BMS, ensure that no program is
reading data from or writing data to the disk. Otherwise, data will be lost.

Involved APIs

The following APIs are required:

l Querying EVS disks attached to a BMS
l Detaching an EVS disk from a BMS

Procedure
1. Query EVS disks attached to a BMS.

– API information
URI format: GET /v2/{tenant_id}/servers/{server_id}/os-volume_attachments
For details, see section Querying Information About the Disks Attached to a
BMS (Native OpenStack API) in the Bare Metal Server API Reference.

– Example request
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GET /v2/000efdc5f9064584b718b181df137bd7servers/
9ab74d89-61e7-4259-8546-465fdebe4944/os-volume_attachments

– Example response
{
    "volumeAttachment": {
        "device": "/dev/vdb",
        "serverId": "820abbd0-2d8e-4bc5-ae46-69cacfd4fbaa",
        "id": "b53f23bd-ee8f-49ec-9420-d1acfeaf91d6",
        "volumeId": "b53f23bd-ee8f-49ec-9420-d1acfeaf91d6"
    }
}

2. Detach an EVS disk from a BMS.
– API information

URI format: DELETE /v1/{tenant_id}/baremetalservers/{server_id}/detachvolume/
{attachment_id}
For details, see section Detaching an EVS Disk from a BMS in the Bare Metal
Server API Reference.

– Example request
DELETE /v1/000efdc5f9064584b718b181df137bd7/baremetalservers/
5850a7e7-88dd-4d99-8439-347de8cc0dd7/detachvolume/50ef9435-ca68-4b9b-
a837-73377b9fdaa3

– Example response
None
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6 Querying IP Addresses of BMSs

Scenario

Call the required API to query the IP address of the BMS you have created.

Restrictions and Limitations

Pagination query is not supported.

Involved APIs

The following APIs are required:

Querying IP addresses of BMSs

Procedure
1. Query IP addresses of BMSs.

– API information

URI format: GET /v2/{tenant_id}/servers/{server_id}/ips

For details, see section Querying IP Addresses of BMSs (Native OpenStack
API) in the Bare Metal Server API Reference.

– Example request

GET /v2/000efdc5f9064584b718b181df137bd7/servers/
5850a7e7-88dd-4d99-8439-347de8cc0dd7/ips

– Example response
{
    "addresses": {
        "ddd56db4-e084-42d1-b0ff-fba1ed82abd0": [
            {
                "version": 4,
                "addr": "192.168.215.62"
            }
        ]
    }
}
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A Appendix

A.1 Error Codes

Context
l An error code returned by an API does not correspond to one error message. The

following table lists only common error messages.
l Most BMS APIs are asynchronous. Some error codes are displayed in the returned

messages for task viewing requests. HTTP status codes may not be accurate.
l The BMS service is strongly dependent on other services, such as network and storage.

When error messages are provided for the BMS-depended services, contact technical
support for troubleshooting.

Error Code Description
HT
TP
Stat
us
Cod
e

Retur
ned
Value

Description Error Message Troubleshooting

400 BMS.
0001

Request error. Fail to parse request,
reason: %s

Check the request body
according to the returned
error message.

400 BMS.
0002

The BMS
service is
unavailable.

The BMS service is
unavailable.

Select a region where the
BMS service is available.

400 BMS.
0003

Request error. Create BareMetal
Server error, request is
null.

Check the request body
according to the returned
error message.
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HT
TP
Stat
us
Cod
e

Retur
ned
Value

Description Error Message Troubleshooting

400 BMS.
0004

Insufficient
permission.

role check fail,reason :
%s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0005

Insufficient
permission.

role check fail,reason :
You do not have
permission or your
balance is insufficient.

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0008

Failed to query a
flavor.

Fail to query flavor
[%s], reason:%s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0006

Failed to create
a task.

Fail to operate
baremetal server!

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0009

Failed to query
flavor attributes.

Fail to query flavor
extra specs[%s], reason:
%s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0010

Failed to query
an image.

Fail to query image
[%s], reason: %s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0011

The image
attribute does
not support
BMSs.

The selected images
cannot be used to apply
for BMSs, %s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0012

Insufficient IP
addresses in the
selected subnet.

The number of IP
addresses in the selected
subnet[%s] is
insufficient.

Check whether the IP
addresses of the subnet are
used up.

400 BMS.
0013

Failed to query
ports.

Fail to query ports by
subnet [%s], reason: %s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0014

IP address
conflict.

The specified IP address
conflicts with an
existing IP address in
subnet[%s].

Modify the NIC IP
address.

400 BMS.
0015

Failed to query
the NIC.

Fail to query subnet,
reason:%s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.
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HT
TP
Stat
us
Cod
e

Retur
ned
Value

Description Error Message Troubleshooting

400 BMS.
0017

The EIP quota is
insufficient.

The number[%d] of
EIPs has reached the
maximum[%d] allowed.
Apply for a higher
quota and try again.

Apply for a higher EIP
quota.

400 BMS.
0218

Failed to create
the order.

Fail to create order,
reason :%s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0019

Invalid NIC
parameters.

publicIp parameter is
illegal,reason : %s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0020

Failed to check
the billing mode.

Fail to check
chargingMode, reason:
%s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0021

The selected
flavor cannot be
used to create
BMSs. Please
select a correct
one.

Flavor parameter is
illegal,reason : %s

Select a correct flavor.

400 BMS.
0023

Failed to query
the quota.

Fail to query limits,
reason: %s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0025

The number of
BMSs exceeds
the quota.

The number of cloud
servers has reached the
maximum allowed.

Apply for a higher quota.

400 BMS.
0026

The number of
CPUs of the
BMS exceeds
the quota.

The number of CPU
cores used by all cloud
servers has reached the
maximum allowed.

Apply for a higher quota.

400 BMS.
0027

The memory of
the BMS
exceeds the
quota.

The memory space used
by all cloud servers has
reached the maximum
allowed.

Apply for a higher quota.
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HT
TP
Stat
us
Cod
e

Retur
ned
Value

Description Error Message Troubleshooting

400 BMS.
0028

The number of
BMSs and CPUs
exceeds the
quota.

The number of CPU
cores used by all cloud
servers and that of
cloud servers have
reached the maximum
allowed.

Apply for a higher quota.

400 BMS.
0029

The number of
BMSs and the
memory exceed
the quota.

The memory space used
by all cloud servers and
the number of cloud
servers have reached the
maximum allowed.

Apply for a higher quota.

400 BMS.
0030

The memory and
number of CPUs
of the BMS
exceed the
quota.

The memory space and
number of CPU cores
used by all cloud
servers have reached the
maximum allowed.

Apply for a higher quota.

400 BMS.
0031

The number of
BMSs and CPUs
exceeds the
quota.

The number of cloud
servers, the memory
space used by all cloud
servers, and the number
of CPU cores used by
all cloud servers have
reached the maximum
allowed.

Apply for a higher quota.

400 BMS.
0032

Contact the
customer service
manager to
apply for a
BMS.

token check fail. For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0033

You do not have
operation rights.
Contact the
administrator.

fail to check
roles,reason : %s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0034

BMSs cannot be
provisioned
automatically.

-- This operation is not
supported.

400 BMS.
0047

The system disk
is too small.

root volume is
illegal,reason : %s

Specify a system disk with
a larger capacity.
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HT
TP
Stat
us
Cod
e

Retur
ned
Value

Description Error Message Troubleshooting

400 BMS.
0049

Failed to query
key_name.

query keypair
fail,reason is : %s

For details, see the
returned error message or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0102

This image does
not support
volume
attaching.

The image not support
attach volume

Contact technical support.

400 BMS.
0103

The volume
does not exist.

attach volume %s fail,
volume info is null

Check whether the volume
information is correct.

400 BMS.
0104

The data volume
cannot be
attached to the
mount point of
the system
volume.

attach volume %s fail,
data volume can not
attach in root volume
device

Select another mount
point.

400 BMS.
0105

The mount point
is invalid.

attach volume %s fail,
device is illegal

Check whether the mount
point is valid.

400 BMS.
0106

The AZ to
which the data
volume belongs
is inconsistent
with that to
which the BMS
belongs.

attach volume %s fail,
volume's az is not equal
with server's az

Ensure that the AZ to
which the data volume
belongs is consistent with
that to which the BMS
belongs.

400 BMS.
0108

The system disk
does not match
the BMS.

attach volume %s fail,
root volume is not
match with vm, do not
change image

Check the system disk and
then attach it to the BMS
again.

400 BMS.
1001

This operation
can be
performed only
when the BMS
is in running or
stopped state.

volume can only be
attached when sever %s
stopped or active

Try again later or contact
customer service.

400 BMS.
1002

The number of
data volumes
that can be
attached to the
BMS exceeds
the quota.

attach volume fail,
server %s attchment
num over limit

Contact technical support.
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HT
TP
Stat
us
Cod
e

Retur
ned
Value

Description Error Message Troubleshooting

400 BMS.
1003

The volume
status is invalid.

attach shareable volume
%s fail, volume status is
%s, not available or
inuse

Check whether the volume
is in attached or other
unavailable status.

400 BMS.
1004

The number of
shared data
volumes that can
be attached to
the BMS
exceeds the
quota.

attach shareable volume
%s fail, volume status is
%s, not available or
inuse

Contact technical support.

400 BMS.
1006

The running
status of the
BMS cannot be
obtained.

server %s info is null or
its status or its metadata
is null

Try again later or contact
customer service.

400 BMS.
1007

Failed to obtain
information
about the data
volume.

post query volume %s
fail, the error is:%s

Try again later or contact
customer service.

400 BMS.
1008

The volume type
does not match
the BMS.

the server[%s] is not
hana server,
volume[%s] is not
match with server

Check whether the volume
type matches the BMS or
contact the technical
support.

400 BMS.
1009

The data volume
has been
attached to the
BMS.

attach shareable volume
%s fail, volume status is
%s, the volume has
been attached to the
server

Select another data
volume.

400 BMS.
1011

The data volume
is being
attached.

attach shareable volume
%s fail, volume status is
%s, not available or
inuse

Do not repeatedly attach
the data volume.

400 BMS.
3001

Failed to query
the security
group or subnet.

query security group
failed: %s.
or
query vpcId for subnet
failed: %s.

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.
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HT
TP
Stat
us
Cod
e

Retur
ned
Value

Description Error Message Troubleshooting

400 BMS.
3011

- - See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
3025

The EVS disk
type is incorrect.

Not support create
shareable data volumes.

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
3035

No volume
matches the
BMS.

attach volume fail: the
bmsid [%s] in volume
metadata is not the
same with bmsid [%s]
in url

Ensure that the volume
matches the BMS or
contact technical support.

400 BMS.
3039

Failed to verify
password
complexity.

The Password is
illegal ,reason : %s

See the password rules.

400 BMS.
3040

Failed to query
the VPC.

The vpcId[%s] is
invalid or not-existing

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
0201

Parameters for
creating a BMS
are incorrect.

Fail to check the
baremetal server
params, reason:%s

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
0202

The data disk
type is invalid.

All volumes must be in
same type.

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
0203

Invalid disk
parameters.

volume is illegal, %s See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
0204

The number of
data disks
exceeds the
upper limit.

the num of datavolume
is illegal,the num is %d,
max num allow is %d

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
0205

Invalid BMS
quantity.

The number of
baremetal server is out
of range for one quest

Change the number of
BMSs.

400 BMS.
0206

Invalid name. The length of baremetal
server name[%s] is %s

Change the name as
required.
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HT
TP
Stat
us
Cod
e

Retur
ned
Value

Description Error Message Troubleshooting

400 BMS.
0207

IP addresses
cannot be
specified during
batch BMS
creation.

vpc is illegal , reason:
%s

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
0208

Failed to query
the AZ.

Fail to get RegionInfo
by tenant [%s], reason:
%s

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
0210

The length of
the injected data
exceeds the
upper limit.

the size of userdata
[%d] is over quota
limits [%d]

Modify the injected data.

400 BMS.
0211

Invalid key. The image platfrom is
[%s], support
publicKey, resion: the
publicKey is illegal,
null is Not allowed

Select a valid key.

400 BMS.
0114

The disk to be
detached is not
in the BMS disk
list.

volume %s is not in
server %s attach volume
list

Check whether the disk
exists.

400 BMS.
0212

The system is
overloaded.

System is overloaded,
please try again later.

Please try later.

400 BMS.
0213

Insufficient
permission.

OBTAZ role verify fail:
not allowed role.

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
0214

Failed to query
the NIC.

query subnet[%s]
failed: response is null.

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
0215

Failed to create
the order.

- See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
0216

Failed to submit
the order.

Submit order[%s]
failed: %s

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.

400 BMS.
0217

Failed to verify
metadata.

Create server
fail,reason :metaData is
illegal.

See the returned error
message or contact
technical support.
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HT
TP
Stat
us
Cod
e

Retur
ned
Value

Description Error Message Troubleshooting

400 BMS.
0223

Currently, only
SCSI disks are
supported.

Only SCSI disks are
supported.

Select the SCSI disk type.
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B Change History

What's New Release Date

This issue is the first official release. 2018-07-15
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